Image quality metrics have become more and more popular in the image processing community. However, so far, no one has been able to define an image quality metric well correlated with the percept for overall image quality. One of the causes is that image quality is multi-dimensional and complex. One approach to bridge the gap between perceived and calculated image quality is to reduce the complexity of image quality, by breaking the overall quality into a set of quality attributes. In our research we have presented a set of quality attributes built on existing attributes from the literature. The six proposed quality attributes are: sharpness, color, lightness, artifacts, contrast, and physical. This set keeps the dimensionality to a minimum. An experiment validated the quality attributes as suitable for image quality evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
The digital printing industry continues to grow, and a lot of effort is put into the development of new and improved technologies and products. With this increased growth the need for quality assessment also increases, for example to evaluate if new technologies outperform existing technologies, or to compare different products in order to find the best one.
There are two main classes of quality assessment; subjective and objective. The subjective assessment involves the use of human observers, while the objective assessment is without human observers, for example using measurement devices or algorithms. The use of algorithms, or rather Image Quality (IQ) metrics, are becoming more and more popular since they are time preservative, low cost, and require little competence by the user. Many IQ metrics have been proposed, 1 mostly with the goal of predicting perceived IQ. However, so far no one has been able to define an IQ metric correlated well with the percept for overall IQ. There are several reasons why, one being that IQ is multi-dimensional and very complex.
An approach to reduce the complexity, and help to bridge the gap between subjective and objective assessment of quality is to use Quality Attributes (QAs). These QAs are terms of perception, 2 such as lightness, saturation, and details. They help to reduce the complexity of IQ, and with a well-defined set of attributes also the dimensionality.
Our goal is to be able to measure perceived IQ without the involvement of human observers, more precisely using IQ metrics. In order to reach this goal we have taken the approach of using QAs, which we explain in this paper. The first step in our approach was to define a manageable a set of QAs, 3, 4 and verifying them as meaningful for the evaluation of color prints. 5 Furthermore, the process of applying IQ metrics to color prints is not straightforward, since the physical printed image needs to be transformed into a digital copy. Therefore we proposed a framework to handle the transformation to a digital format. 6 Then we selected metrics for each QA, and evaluated them to ensure that they correlated with the percept of the QAs. 7 This paper is organized as follows: First we investigate QAs for color prints, before proposing a set of attributes for the evaluation of color prints, which are experimentally validated. Then we propose a framework to digitize printed images, before we select and evaluate IQ metrics for each of the proposed QAs. At last we conclude and propose future work.
QUALITY ATTRIBUTES
QAs have been investigated in the literature, but there is no overall agreement on which attributes that are the most important. The first step towards being able to predict perceived IQ is to identify and categorize existing QAs in order to propose a refined selection of meaningful QAs for the evaluation of color prints.
State of the art

Quality attributes
In a study by Lindberg 8 12 different QAs (overall quality, tone quality, detail highlights, detail shadow, gamut, sharpness, contrast, gloss level, gloss variation, color shift, patchiness, mottle, and ordered noise) were used to evaluate color prints. These QAs were reduced to two orthogonal dimensions by factor analysis based on perceptual data, one related to print mottle and one related to color gamut. These two dimensions accounted for almost all variation in the data set. Norberg et al. 9 evaluated overall quality, as well as color rendition, sharpness, contrast, detail rendition in highlight and shadow areas, color shift, gloss, mottle, and print homogeneity in a comparison of digital and traditional print technologies. Gast and Tse 10 evaluated six different QAs, banding, blur, noise, color rendition, tone reproduction and printer type, in terms of preference. Other QAs that have been investigated are: sharpness, 11 artifacts (for example noise 12 and banding 13 ), naturalness, 14 contrast, 15 and color. [15] [16] [17] [18] Attention has not only been paid to single QAs, but also in the combined influence of them. Sawyer 19 investigated the influence of sharpness and graininess on perceived IQ separately, and their combined influence. Bartleson 20 carried out a similar study for color prints, investigating the combined influence of sharpness and graininess. The results from both these studies showed that the worst QA tended to determine the quality, and a change in other QAs would not increase quality. Natale-Hoffman et al. 21 carried out a study on the relation between color rendition and micro uniformity in terms of preference.
QAs have also been considered to be important for IQ metrics. For example, Morovic and Sun 17 proposed an IQ metric based on the lightness, hue, chromaticity QAs. Wang and Shang 22 showed that knowledge about QAs was beneficial for training IQ metrics, and thereby increasing their performance.
Image quality models
IQ models are intended to establish a link between subjective and objective IQ. These models are composed of QAs, and show how the QAs relate to each other and to overall IQ. The most common framework for these IQ models was proposed by Bartleson 20 in 1982. The approach of creating an IQ model was divided into three steps:
1. identification of important QAs, 2. determination of relationships between scale values and objective measures, 3 . combination of QA scale values to predict overall IQ.
With these three steps Bartleson investigated the combined influence on sharpness and graininess. The advantage of using such a framework is being able to represent strengths and weaknesses of a given system by a relatively small number of QAs. Therefore, it has been used by many other researchers, such as Engeldrum, 23 Dalal et al. 18 and Keelan. 24 We also adopt this framework for the same reasons as other researchers.
Dalal et al. 18 proposed a two-sided appearance based system based on the framework of Bartleson. This system has one part for the printer and one for materials and stability. Each part of the system contains several QAs, these describe different aspects of the system, such as color rendition, uniformity, tone levels, and stability. This system has several advantages; It uses high level descriptors, which cover a wide range of IQ issues, from defects to sharpness. The printer side is also separated from materials and stability, allowing for separate analysis. The design of the model results in technology independence and the QAs are somewhat orthogonal, both being advantages. However, the system has some drawbacks, since the evaluation is mostly carried out by experts the results are influenced by the subjectivity of the observers. Also, the model might be unsuitable for non-experts due to its complexity. Since the model by Dalal et al. was designed mostly for subjective evaluation, the QAs are not adapted to IQ metrics, making it difficult to obtain a completely objective evaluation of IQ.
In addition to the models above, many others have been proposed. 17, 25, 26 Some of these are IQ metrics, which calculates one or several values representing IQ. Spatial-CIELAB (S-CIELAB) 25 is one of these IQ metrics, where a spatial pre-processing of the image is carried out before the CIELAB color difference formula 27 is applied to calculate IQ. S-CIELAB and other metrics are usually created to quantify overall IQ or specific QAs. It is very common that these metrics have several stages of processing, where each stage is connected to specific aspects of IQ.
Important issues regarding the selection of quality attributes
Investigation of the literature has revealed several issues that need to be taken into account when selecting QAs. First of all, the selection can based on different ideas, such as perception or technological issues. QAs based only on technological issues might not be suitable to evaluate perceived quality, while perceptual QAs might not be suitable for technological issues.
The views on how the QAs should be used greatly influence the selection of the QAs, whether they are selected for subjective or objective evaluation. If the QAs are intended for IQ metrics, they might not be directly suitable for measuring devices. The user might also influence the selection, since QAs used by experts can be different from those aimed at non-experts.
IQ models do not work with all available QAs, they usually consist of a sub-set of QAs. The number of selected QAs, or dimensionality, is a very important step. The IQ models available today have different dimensionality, mainly since there is a trade-off between the preciseness of QAs and the number of QAs. A high dimensionality in the model, will results in a more precise evaluation of IQ, where many different aspects are covered. Thus increasing the complexity, and all of the QAs might not be evaluated in a quality experiment. On the other side, having too few QAs might result in inaccurate estimation of quality.
Another important issue for the selection, which is discussed in the literature, 24 is independence. With independence between the QAs they can be easily combined to get one value of IQ. However, it is very difficult to achieve complete independence between QAs, and therefore care must be taken when combining values from the QAs.
Most QAs will consist of several sub-QAs, and the number of sub-QAs of a QA is described as its size. In the cases where QAs have different size, skewness occurs, and this will influence the importance of the QAs, making it somewhat complicated to combine values from the QAs to one overall value describing quality.
The key issues that must be dealt with when selecting QAs and building IQ models are summarized as:
• Origin of QAs.
• Intended use.
• Dimensionality.
• Independence.
• QA size.
Investigation and selection of important quality attributes
In order to select the most important QAs we have taken the approach of doing a survey of the existing literature. In order not to exclude QAs in this part of the investigation, we have included QAs based on both technology and perception, and QAs used with different intentions. These QAs include, for example, lightness, 17, 24 sharpness, 8, 9, 11, 12, 28 blur, 10 contrast, 8, 9, 15, 17 noise/graininess, 10, 12, 19, 20 banding, 10, 13 It is not practical to use all of these QAs in the evaluation of print quality, therefore they need to be reduced to a more manageable set. There are several issues to consider when reducing the number QAs, as mentioned previously. A long term goal of our research is to create a link between subjective and objective IQ of color prints. Based on this the QAs should be based on perception, additionally they should account for technological issues. The QAs should be suitable for novice observers, and therefore being general and straightforward to evaluate. Since we want to measure IQ using IQ metrics, the QAs be suitable for this type of evaluation. The existing sets of QAs and models do not fulfill all of these requirements, therefore a new set of QAs is needed.
It is clear from the QAs listed above that many of them overlap and have common denominators, they can therefore be grouped within more general QAs in order to reduce the dimensionality and create a more manageable set of QA for the evaluation of IQ. When it comes to dimensionality there is usually a compromise between generality and accuracy. The accuracy is low with a small set of QAs, but the advantage is low complexity. Using a large set of QAs results in high accuracy, but at the cost of high complexity. We have linked most of above QAs to six different dimensions, considered as important for the evaluation of IQ. This results in a reasonable compromise between accuracy and complexity. We are also close to the statement by Engeldrum 23 that observers will not perceive more than five QAs simultaneously. We have reduced the QAs found in the literature to the following six:
• Color contains aspects related to color, such as hue, saturation, and color rendition, except lightness.
• Lightness is considered so perceptually important that it is beneficial to separate it from the color QA. 24 Lightness will range from "light" to "dark". 2 • Contrast can be described as the perceived magnitude of visually meaningful differences, global and local, in lightness and chromaticity, within the image.
• Sharpness is related to the clarity of details 11 and definition of edges. 29 • In color printing some artifacts can be perceived in the resulting image. These artifacts, like noise, contouring, and banding, contribute to degrading the quality of an image if detectable. 30 • The physical QA contains all physical parameters that affect quality, such as paper properties and gloss. The six dimensions are concise, yet comprehensive, general high-level descriptors, being either artifactural, i.e., those which degrade the quality if detectable, 30 or preferential, i.e., those which are always visible in an image and have preferred positions. 30 These attributes are referred to as the Color Printing Quality Attributes (CPQAs).
In order to provide a simple and intuitive illustration of the CPQAs and their influence on overall IQ we have turned to Venn diagrams. Venn diagrams may be used to show possible logical relations between a set of attributes. However, it is not possible to create a simple Venn diagram with a six fold symmetry. 31 Therefore we illustrate the CPQAs using only five folds, leaving the physical QA out. This does not mean that the physical CPQA is less important than other CPQAs.
Validation of the quality attributes
How to validate quality attributes?
The validation should be adapted to the criteria on which the CPQAs were selected. The validation can be achieved by comparing data to the CPQAs, and analyzing the correspondence between the data and the CPQAs. Requirements need to be set to validate the CPQAs. Using the aspects on which they were selected we can derive the important requirements that the CPQAs should fulfill. For the CPQAs to be useful for the evaluation of IQ, to be perceptual, and account for technological issues, they should be able to cover the entire field of IQ. All issues encountered in the evaluation of color prints should be described using the CPQAs, making this one of the requirements to validate. As many as possible of the QAs used by the observers should be accounted for within one of the CPQAs, and not overlap several CPQAs. Minimum overlapping is considered as one of the requirements the CPQAs should fulfill. The CPQAs were selected to keep the number of QAs to a minimum, this is important for usability of the QAs, and for the CPQAs to be straightforward to use. Therefore dimensionality should be one of the requirements. For the CPQAs to be suitable for IQ metrics and straightforward to use, it is important to keep independence. Summarized, we have four different requirements the CPQAs should fulfill in order to be validated:
• the CPQAs should cover the entire field of IQ, • few QAs should overlap the CPQAs (i.e. most of the QAs can be assigned to only one of the proposed CPQAs), • dimensionality should be kept to a minimum, • low or no dependence should occur between the CPQAs.
There are several ways to carry out the validation for these requirements. The validation can be carried out subjectively or objectively. In order to minimize the subjective influence, and to have an independent validation of the QAs; objective validation methods have been investigated. It is preferable to have a fully objective method, where data, for example from an experiment, can be compared to the CPQAs. This requires a database containing all QAs, categorization of them, and their relations. To our knowledge such a database does not exist, making this method inapplicable. Another possible method is to use existing definitions of QAs to create relations between the QAs, resulting in a data structure. This method is not completely objective, but it keeps the subjectivity to a minimum, being the best alternative and also the method we adopt to validate the CPQAs.
Subjective data is required for the validation since the CPQAs are perceptual. In order to validate if the CPQAs cover the entire field of IQ it is required that the observers use a wide variety QAs. Therefore, experts are the best choice, since they are more familiar with QAs and IQ issues. In addition, the color workflow on which the data is collected should guarantee many different quality issues. The image set should also include a wide variety of characteristics to ensure many different IQ issues.
One way to carry out such an experiment is to provide the CPQAs and their definitions to the observers, and ask the observers to use them in their judgment of IQ. If the observers only use the CPQAs, one could argue that they cover all aspects of IQ. However, this experimental setup can restrict the observers to the CPQAs, and prevent them from using others QAs they normally would use. Another option is to record the QAs used by the observers during the experiment, where the observers do not have prior knowledge to the CPQAs. Since the last option does not restrict the observers to the CPQAs, we will use this method. Images Several guidelines have been given in the literature for the selection of images, in the context of investigating IQ issues. 32 We have followed these guidelines in the selection of 25 images (Figure 2 ) for the experiment.
Experimental setup
To address the customer segment of Océ, we have also included 3D models, maps, posters, presentations, and pdf-like documents. The images have been collected from different sources. One image from ISO, 33 two from CIE, 32 ten images from the authors, one image from MapTube, 34 three images from ESA, 35 four images from Google 3D Warehouse, 36 one image reproduced with permission from Ole Jakob Skattum, and one image from Halonen et al. 37 The images were 150 dpi 16-bit sRGB, saved as tiff files without compression.
Color workflow The images were printed on an Océ Colorwave 600 CMYK wide format printer on Oce Red Label (LFM054) plain uncoated paper. The profile of the printer was generated using a GretagMacbeth TC3.5 CMYK + Calibration test chart in ProfileMaker Pro 5.0.8. A round trip test was carried out to ensure a correct profile as suggested by Sharma, 38 and we performed a visual inspection of color gradients to verify that no artifacts occurred. The images were printed with three different rendering intents: perceptual, relative colorimetric, and relative colorimetric with black point compensation.
Viewing conditions The experiment took place in a controlled viewing room under a color temperature of 5200K, and an illuminance level of 450 ±75 lux and a color rendering index of 96. The observers were presented with a reference image on an an EIZO ColorEdge CG221 display at a color temperature of 6500K and a white luminance level of 80 cd/m 2 , following the specifications of the sRGB. The observers viewed the reference image and the printed image simultaneously from a distance of approximately 60 cm. The experiment followed the CIE guidelines 32 as closely as possible. Figure 4 . The QA tree generated from the attributes used by four expert observers. Each level of a sub-tree has been sorted from left to right based on frequency (high to low).
Instructions
The instructions given to the observers focused both on the overall quality rating and on the QAs, where they were asked to rank the reproduction according to quality. The whole experiment was filmed, and the observers were encouraged to describe and talk about their observations. The video enabled the authors to extensively analyze the results, and it resulted in a more free experiment than if they were to write down their observations.
Fitting the quality attributes data to the color printing quality attributes
Four experts observers judged the 25 images, which resulted in a total of 100 observations, and more than six hours of video were recorded. The video was transcribed by the authors with focus on the QAs used by the observers. Numerous QAs, more than 750 in total and more than 350 different QAs, were used by the expert observers. This data constitutes the basis for the validation of the CPQAs.
Many of the words and phrases from the observers are similar, and some even synonyms. Therefore, the QAs from the experiment need to be categorized. Similar words and phrases should be grouped together, and relations between terms found. We have chosen to use existing definitions for this, which results in two different approaches; top-down or bottom-up. The top-down approach builds relations from the most general QAs and downwards to the most specific QAs. This method requires building a full tree structure with all relations, further it can be compared to the QAs used by the observers. In the bottom-up approach, the QAs from the observers are the starting points. The QAs are grouped into more general attributes till the most general QA is reached. This method has the advantage that it does not require building a full tree structure prior to the analysis. Therefore, it is the most suitable method to validate the CPQAs.
Color
Hue Hue shiŌ The analysis is carried out as follows; given that the observer has used the QA hue shift, this QA belongs to the more general QA hue. Using the relations of Pedersen et al. 3, 4 and the definition by Wyszecki and Styles, 2 hue is considered a part of the more general color QA, which is one of the CPQAs (Figure 3 ).
The bottom-up approach described above has been used to generate a tree for all the images and observers in the experiment (Figure 4 ). Since the physical CPQA was not changed in the experiment, we limit the discussion to five of the six CPQAs, excluding the physical CPQA.
Discussion on the fitting of quality attributes Several issues were encountered while fitting the QAs, that are discussed below. Overlapping QAs regards the issues that some of the QAs are difficult to group within only one of the CPQAs. Naturalness is one of these attributes. We have previously argued that naturalness can be accounted for by using several of the main or sub-attributes. 3, 4 In this experiment the observers used several QAs together with naturalness, the analysis carried out reveals that a change in one or several of the other QAs very often lead to the impression of an unnatural image. Naturalness was used in five observations, and in all of these observations the term color was used, contrast was used in three of the five, while memory colors in four of the five observations. Also in the literature it has been shown that naturalness depends on chroma and colorfulness, 39 contrast, 39 and memory colors. 40 Because of this, naturalness is most likely accounted for if these QAs are of reasonable quality.
Gamut is another overlapping QA, which cannot be listed as a sub-QA under one of the CPQAs, since it is dependent on both the color CPQA and the lightness CPQA. The observers used both color and lightness in the three observations where gamut was used. Therefore, gamut can be accounted for using the color and lightness CPQAs.
Readability and legibility were also used in the experiment, which are often used to describe textual information. Zuffi et al. 41 found these two to be related, and they are also influenced by contrast 42, 43 and sharpness. In five of the eleven observations from the experiment where legibility and readability were used, the observers used both contrast and sharpness, in the remaining six observations either sharpness or contrast was used. Therefore legibility and readability are most likely accounted for with the CPQAs.
For the QA memory colors the observers only specified changes in color (saturation and hue), not changes in lightness, and therefore memory colors are located under color in Figure 4 . Nevertheless, changes in lightness might occur and in these cases memory color might also be placed under the lightness QA as well.
Independence is another issue encountered in the fitting of the QAs. Dynamic range is considered as a sub-QA of lightness, but it has also been shown to influence contrast. 44 The observers indicated a relation between dynamic range and visibility of details, but it should be mentioned that dynamic range was only used in two observations. Contrast is one of the QAs where the experimental data indicates independence. Contrast is influenced by saturation and lightness, but also linked to detail. Since the definition of contrast contains both color and lightness it is perhaps the least independent QA. The observers often used contrast separated from color and lightness, which make contrast a very complex QAs. As mentioned above contrast is important to account for naturalness and readability. Without the contrast CPQA we would not cover the whole field of quality, and it is therefore required in order to fulfill the criteria on which the CPQAs were selected, even at the expense of independence.
To analyze the independence between the QAs used by the observers we have carried out a cross-tabulation and chisquare analysis. The input data to the analysis was whether or not one of the five CPQAs was used by the observers for each of the 25 images, and we use a 5% significance level. This analysis has the disadvantage that it does not give any information on the nature of the relationship between the CPQAs, it only gives information about when two CPQAs are used together. The results show a dependence between artifacts and lightness, but also dependence between artifacts and sharpness, and contrast and lightness. It was mentioned above that the observers indicated a relation between contrast and dynamic range, one of the sub-QAs of lightness. However, the dependence analysis between these does not reveal a relation, neither for detail visibility and dynamic range. It should be noted that for all of these the amount of data is too small to conclude for these specific QAs (Figure 6 ).
Global and local issues have also been commented on by the observers. The QAs above can be divided into global and local attributes, this differentiation can be important for the assessment of IQ, but also in the method used to combine results from different QAs.
One child with several own children is another issue seen in Figure 4 , where some QAs have only one child, and this child has several own children. It could then be argued that these QAs could be discarded, and the QA below could be linked to the parent of the removed QA. For example, saturation could be removed and replaced with saturation shift. However, observers have used these terms, as saturation alone, without further specification, which indicates that these levels are important and should be kept. Another argument for keeping these QAs, is that there might be several children, such as for the edge QA, where one could suggest having two children as for the detail QA, one for edge loss and another for edge enhancement.
Skewness among the QAs have been found in the experimental data. The color CPQA has significantly more sub-QAs than the other CPQAs. This can be used as an additional argument for separating lightness from the color CPQA in order to reduce skewness. Additionally, separation of these CPQAs leads to a simple adaptation for evaluation of grayscale images. Another very important issue strongly influenced by skewness is how to combine IQ values for the different CPQAs to one IQ value representing IQ. When the CPQAs are skewed, this combination might not be straightforward, and thereby complex. Dimensionality is important for the complexity of the CPQAs. In the experiment the observers used all CPQAs, and because of this none of the CPQAs can be directly removed to reduce the number of QAs. However, the color and lightness CPQAs could be merged, but at the cost of increased skewness. Analysis of the use of the color and lightness CPQAs show that there were 39 observations where both CPQAs were used, and nine observations where lightness was addressed without color. These results reflect the printing workflow and images on which the analysis was carried out. Therefore, it is not unlikely that for specific workflows with specific documents, the dimensionality can be reduced.
Observations on the color printing quality attributes
The experimental data also leads to different observations on the CPQAs, which can be valuable in the assessment of IQ. One of these observations is how often the different CPQAs have been used, which is shown in Figure 5 . Color is the CPQA used most frequently by the observers, closely followed by sharpness. Lightness the third most used CPQA, contrast the fourth, and artifacts is the least used CPQA by the experts. These observations indicate that the color and sharpness CPQAs should be evaluated in all images, and that the artifact and contrast CPQA only needs to be evaluated in some images.
The distribution of the sub-QAs for the CPQAs is also interesting to look at ( Figure 6 ). Detail is the most frequently used sub-QA, closely followed by hue. It is not surprising that detail is the most used CPQA since the rendering intents reproduce details differently, especially visible in the shadow regions. The perceptual rendering intent gave a slight, but noticeable, hue shift in some images, resulting in the frequent use of hue sub-QA. The overview shows that the sub-QAs of the artifacts CPQA are the least used, this was expected since these attributes are very specific.
Validation summary
Above we specified four requirements for the CPQAs to be validated. The first requirement was for the CPQAs to cover the entire field of IQ. This is fulfilled if all the QAs recorded in the experiment can be fitted within one or several of the CPQAs. The analysis shows that this requirement is satisfied, and all the recorded QAs are accounted for within the CPQAs, either directly as a CPQA or as a sub-QA, or by using two or more of the CPQAs.
The second requirement was to have as few overlapping QAs as possible. Some of the recorded QAs overlap, such as naturalness, gamut, readability, and legibility. These overlapping QAs have been used totally 15 times, only a small percentage of the total number of QAs used. The overlapping QAs can be accounted for using two or more of the CPQAs. We consider the number of overlapping QAs to be acceptable, and the overlapping QAs are not frequently used by the observers. Thus the CPQAs satisfy the second requirement.
The third requirement was to keep the dimensionality to a minimum. None of the CPQAs can be directly removed, and all CPQAs have been used by the observers. However, as discussed above the division between color and lightness has advantages and disadvantages. They could possibly be combined into a single QA. Nonetheless, without merging color and lightness, and considering the use of only lightness by the observers, the third requirement is satisfied.
The final and last requirement regarded dependence. We found some dependence between the CPQAs, but the CPQAs are not fully independent, 3, 4 because it is very difficult, if not impossible, to account for all quality issues while maintaining a low dimensionality. The experimental results indicate that contrast is the least independent CPQA. However, contrast cannot be removed since it is often used by the observer, and it is also used without relations to other CPQAs. For that reason we consider the dependence found to be acceptable.
APPLYING IMAGE QUALITY METRICS TO PRINTS
The CPQAs proposed above are selected with the intention of being used with IQ metrics. However, applying IQ metrics to printed images is not straightforward since the metrics require a digital input. In order to accomplish this, the printed reproduction needs to be transformed into a digital copy. We will first give an overview of existing framework, before we introduce new a framework for this process.
Existing frameworks for using image quality metrics on printed images
A few frameworks have been proposed for using IQ metrics on printed images. All these frameworks follow the same procedure; as a first step the printed image is scanned, which can be followed by a descreening procedure to remove halftoning patterns. Then image registration is performed to match the scanned image with the original. Finally, an IQ metric can be applied.
In 1997 Zhang et al. 45 proposed a framework, where the image is scanned, then three additional scans are performed, each with a different color filter. This results in enough information to transform the images correctly to CIEXYZ. The scanning resolution was set to 600 dpi, but little information is given on the registration and the descreening.
Another framework was proposed by Yanfang et al. 46 in 2008. Two control points were applied to the image before printing, one point to the upper left corner and one to the upper center, to assist in the registration. Resolution for the scanning was 300 dpi, and descreening was performed by the scanner.
In 2009 Eerola et al. 47 proposed a new framework, which follows the same steps of the previous frameworks. First the printed reproduction is scanned, then both the original and the reproduction go through a descreening procedure, which is performed using a Gaussian low-pass filter. Further, image registration is carried out, where local features are used with a Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). A RAnd SAmple Consensus principle (RANSAC) was used to find the best homography. This is different from the previous framework, since it uses local features instead of control points. The scanner resolution was 1250 dpi, and scaling was performed using using bicubic interpolation.
Recently, Vans et al. 48 proposed a framework for defect detection. It uses a scanner for acquisition of the print. Image registration is performed using a binary version of the print, where regions are extracted to de-skew and align the printed image. The purpose of the framework was to detect defects, which is done with a modified version of SSIM. 26 The framework has the advantage of being able to do real-time defect detection.
A new framework based on control points
We modify and propose a framework similar to the one by Yanfang et al., 46 where image registration is carried out using control points. Prior to printing these control points are added to the image. These points are black squares placed just outside the four corners of the image. Scanning is performed after printing, followed by assigning the scanner profile. The next step in the framework is to find the coordinates of the center of the control points, in both the original image and the scanned image. A simple automatic routine for finding the coordinates was used. The scanned image can be affected by several geometric distortions, such as translation, scaling, and rotation. Because of this, image registration must be carried out. The coordinates of the control points, found by the automatic routine, are used used to create a transformation for the registration. Since there are several options available for the registration and interpolation methods for the scaling, we have investigated these. The results showed that a simple transformation correcting for translation, rotation, and scaling and bilinear interpolation gave the smallest error. 6 After successful registration, a simple procedure is applied to remove the the control points. Finally, an IQ metric can be used to calculate the quality of the printed image. An overview of different stages of the framework is shown in Figure 7 . This framework differs from the one from Eerola et al., 47 not only in the registration method, but also in the descreening. In our modified framework we do not perform any direct descreening, but we leave this to the IQ metrics in order to avoid a double filtering of the image. 
Comparison against another framework
The most important aspect to consider when selecting a framework for color prints is that the errors introduced are as small as possible. In order to test the performance of our framework we compared it against the framework by Eerola et al. 47 Three images with different characteristics were selected for the comparison, where they were rotated and scaled. The best framework should have the least difference between the original image and the registered image. The results show that the proposed framework introduces less error than the framework by Eerola et al. 47 The biggest difference is found in an image with uniform areas, which is a problem for frameworks based on local features since no registrations points can be found. In images with a lot of details the difference in error is small, but the proposed framework performs slightly better. Investigation of the computational time shows that the proposed method is more than 20 times faster.
IMAGE QUALITY METRICS FOR THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES
With a framework for using IQ metrics with prints, the next step is to select suitable IQ metrics for the CPQAs. Then these metrics should be evaluated to investigate their correspondence with the percept for each CPQA. We will investigate five of the six CPQAs, leaving out the physical CPQA since this was not evaluated by the observers.
Selection of image quality metrics for the color printing quality attributes
Numerous IQ metrics have been proposed in the literature. 1 These take into account different aspects of IQ, and therefore a single metric might not be suitable to measure all CPQAs. Because of this we will first discuss the properties that the metrics should have for each CPQA, before a subset of the existing metrics is selected for further evaluation.
Sharpness
Sharpness is related to edges and details, and IQ metrics for sharpness should account for these two factors. Most of the metrics for sharpness found in the literature work by the principle to find edges in the image, calculating quality in a local region at the edges, and then combining the values from the local regions into an overall value representing sharpness quality. 49 However, these methods do not directly take into account details. Another approach, which better takes into account details, is based on structural similarity, where the metrics usually work on local neighbourhoods, such as the Structural SIMimilarity (SSIM) index. 26 There are also other metrics that are based on the visibility of salient objects to assess detail preservation, see for example Cao et al. 50 Previous analysis of sharpness indicates a relation to contrast, 3 therefore metrics accounting for local contrast could be suitable to assess sharpness.
Color
There are many potential IQ metrics for the color CPQA. First of all the metrics for this CPQA should account for color information, making all metrics based on color differences possible candidates. However, applying color difference formulas directly, such as the ΔE * ab , will most likely not predict perceived quality since the impression of quality is influenced by the viewing conditions. Therefore, the metrics should incorporate a simulation of the human visual system, such as the S-CIELAB 25 that performs a spatial filtering before applying the CIELAB color difference formula. These color difference formulas, which many IQ metrics use, usually consist of three parts, one for lightness and two for chromaticity. Since lightness and color are separate CPQAs, they should be evaluated separately. As a result the chromaticity part of these metrics will most likely be more suitable than using all three parts. Additionally, it has also been argued in the literature that some regions are more important than others. Therefore, metrics such as the Spatial Hue Angle MEtric (SHAME), 51 which use different weighting functions are potentially suitable metrics.
Lightness
Metrics for the lightness CPQA should mainly follow the same principles as for the color CPQA. IQ metrics based on color differences commonly calculates lightness quality separated from color, such as S-CIELAB. 25 Metrics working only on grayscale can also be suitable if they analyze lightness, such as SSIM 26 that performs a comparison of lightness between the original and the reproduction. However, metrics analyzing specific aspects in the lightness channel are most likely not suitable.
Contrast
The definition of the contrast CPQA states that contrast is both global and local, as well as dependent on lightness and chromaticity. Therefore metrics for the contrast CPQA should account for these aspects. Metrics computing contrast over a local neighbourhood for further combining the local values into a global value for contrast are potentially suitable metrics, such as the ΔLocal Contrast (ΔLC) 52 or SSIM. 26 Nevertheless, most contrast metrics do not account for chromaticity, and therefore they might not be optimal to measure contrast. One of the metrics that uses chromoticity to calculate contrast is the Weighted multi-Level Framework (WLF), 53 which also takes into account locality and globality.
Artifacts
The artifacts CPQA contains many different and specific QAs. Because of this it might be difficult to find an overall metric to evaluate all aspects of this CPQA. However, artifacts have some common denominators, if they are not detectable, they do not influence image quality. Therefore, the metrics used to measure artifacts should account for the sensitivity of the human visual system, such as the Visual Signal to Noise Ratio (VSNR) 54 that has a threshold for when artifacts are perceptible. The characteristics of artifacts is also an important issue, for noise metrics based on local contrast might be suitable, as ΔLC, 52 since noise affects local contrast. Artifacts like banding can be detected by metrics using edgepreserving filters, for example the Adaptive Bilateral Filter (ABF) metric, 55 opposite of metrics performing non-edge preserving filtering, as the S-CIELAB. 25 
Selected image quality metrics
We cannot evaluate all of the IQ metrics in the literature for all the CPQAs, and because of this a sub-set of metrics were selected, as shown in Table 1 . The selection is based on the results from previous evaluations, 6, 16 the criteria on which the metrics were created, the discussion above, and their popularity. Many of the metrics have been created to judge some aspects of IQ, and therefore only the suitable metrics for each CPQA will be evaluated. Furthermore, for specific CPQAs we also evaluate parts of the metrics. For example, S-CIELAB combines the lightness and color differences to obtain an overall value. When suitable, we will evaluate these separately in addition to the full metric. 50 X X CW-SSIM 58 X X X X ΔLC 52 X X X X LinLab 59 X X X MS-SSIM 60 X X X X M-SVD 61 X X X RFSIM 62 X X X X S-CIELAB 63 X X X S-DEE 64 X X X SHAME 51 X X X SSIM 26 X X X X VSNR 54 X X X WLF 53 X X YCXCzLab 65 X X X
Evaluation of selected image quality metrics
The IQ metrics proposed for the CPQAs should be evaluated in order to find the best metric for each CPQA. For doing this we compare the results from the IQ metrics against the subjective scores from an experiment. We will here only show the results for the best performing metrics.
Experimental setup
Two experimental phases were carried out for the evaluation of the metrics. 15 naive observers participated in the first experimental phase, where they judged overall quality and the different CPQAs on a seven step scale for a set of images.
In the second phase, four expert observers ranked the quality of a set of images and elaborated on different quality issues. We will give a brief introduction of the experimental setup, for more information see Pedersen et al. 5, 7 We selected the same 25 images as in Figure 2 , identically processed and printed. Two sets of images were printed at the same time, one set for first phase and one set for the second phase.
The observers were presented with a reference image on an EIZO ColorEdge CG224 display for the first phase, and an EIZO ColorEdge CG221 for the second phase. The color temperature was set to 6500K and the white luminance level to 80 cd/m 2 , following the specifications of the sRGB. The printed images were presented in random order to the observers in a controlled viewing room at a color temperature of 5200K, at an illuminance level of 450 ±75 lux and a color rendering index of 96. The observers viewed the reference image and the printed image simultaneously from a distance of approximately 60 cm.
Evaluation of image quality metrics
We will compare the results of the metrics to the results of the observers, and the metric that complies the best with the observers is the most suitable metric. However, the first step is to turn the printed images into a digital format. This is done with the framework presented above. A HP ScanJet G4050 was used for scanning the images from the first experimental phase, while an Epson 10000XL for the second phase. The resolution was set to 300 dpi. The scanners were characterized with the same test target as used to generate the printer profile.
Since both experimental phases were carried out under mixed illumination, the CIECAM02 chromatic adaptation transform 66 was used to ensure consistency in the calculations for the metrics. The measured reference white point of the monitor and the media were used as input to the adaptation transform, following the CIE guidelines. 66 The evaluation of the metrics have been divided into two phases, one for the naive observers and one for the expert observers. Each phase containing different methods for the evaluation adapted to the task given to the observers.
Phase 1: naive observers
In the first experimental phase each observer judged overall quality and the five CPQAs for each image, which enabled us to compute z-scores 67 for each of these. For the first phase 24 of the 25 images ( Figure 2) were used in the experiment.
To assess the performance of the evaluated metrics we have adopted several different methods. In order to achieve extensive evaluation we will investigate the performance of the IQ metrics both image by image, and the overall performance over the entire set of images. The Pearson correlation 68 is used for the image-wise evaluation, comparing the calculated quality and observed quality. The mean of the correlation for each image in the dataset and the percentage of images with a correlation above 0.6 is used as a measure of performance. While for the overall performance, we will use the rank order method, 69 where the correlation between the z-scores from the observers and the z-scores of the metric is the indication of performance. However, for the rank order correlation one should consider that we only have three data points, and therefore it is also important to perform a visual comparison of the z-scores.
Sharpness:
The results of the selected metrics for the sharpness CPQA is shown in Table 2 . SSIM has a mean correlation of 0.29, but it has a correlation above 0.6 in 50% of the images. The rank order method used to evaluate the overall performance calculates z-scores for the metric, which can be compared against the z-scores from the observers. A metric capable of correctly measuring the CPQA will have z-scores similar to the z-scores from the observers. The correlation between the z-scores is used as a performance measure, and SSIM shows an excellent correlation (1.00) with a low p-value (0.03). Visual investigation of the z-scores from SSIM and the observers shows a striking resemblance, therefore SSIM seems to be a suitable metric for the sharpness CPQA. Other versions of the SSIM, as the Multi Scale-SSIM (MS-SSIM) and Complex Wavelet-SSIM (CW-SSIM) increases the performance. Since these account better for the viewing conditions they might be more robust than the single scale SSIM. Other metrics as the ΔLC and the Riesztransform based Feature SIMilarity metric (RFSIM) also perform very well for this CPQA. We can also see from Table  2 that the metrics perform similar in terms of rank order correlation, and that for an overall evaluation of sharpness these metrics produce similar results. Table 2 . Performance of the metrics for the sharpness CPQA. Mean correlation implies that the correlation has been calculated for each image in the dataset, and then averaged over the 24 images. Percentage above 0.6 is the percentage of images where the correlation is higher than 0.6. The rank order correlation indicates the correlation between the metric's z-scores computed with the rank order method 69 and the observer's z-scores for the CPQA, in addition the p-value for the correlation is found in the parenthesis.
Metric
Mean correlation Percentage above 0. Color: None of the evaluated IQ metrics perform significantly better than the others, in terms of the mean correlation, percentage above 0.6 and rank order correlation ( Table 3) . The results here indicates that none of the evaluated metrics can accurately measure the color CPQA. It is interesting to notice that all of these metrics are based on color differences, which might indicate that to find a suitable metric for color one should look of metrics based another principle than color differences. Lightness: MS-SSIM shows the highest mean correlation for the evaluated IQ metrics (Table 4) , it also has the highest percentage of images above 0.6 in correlation, and it has an excellent rank order correlation with a low p-value. However, the single scale SSIM also performs well. The other metrics in Table 4 also have a high rank order correlation, indicating that many metrics have an overall similarity to the observers rating. Contrast: SSIM also performs well for this CPQA as seen in Table 5 . It has a mean correlation of 0.32, 50% of the images have a correlation above 0.6, and the rank order correlation is fairly high. It is worth noticing that using just the contrast calculation in SSIM the number of images with a correlation above 0.6 is increased. Also by using MS-SSIM the number of images with a correlation above 0.6 is slightly increased compared to the single scale SSIM. ΔLC has the highest mean correlation, and in 58% of the images a correlation above 0.6, and the rank order correlation is high. It should be noticed that all metrics have fairly high p-values for the rank order correlation. The difference between the metrics are is small for all performance measures, and therefore the results do not give a clear indication of which metric that is the best.
Artifacts:
The observers gave similar results for the different rendering intents in terms of artifacts, because of this it is a very demanding task for the IQ metrics. The evaluation shows that RFSIM has the most images with a correlation above 0.6 together with MS-SSIM, but MS-SSIM has the highest mean correlation (Table 6 ). MS-SSIM and WLF have the highest rank order correlation, but they do also have high p-values. Therefore the results do not give a clear indication of a suitable metric. One should also consider that the artifacts CPQA contains many different sub-QAs, therefore it could be difficult to find just one IQ metric to measure overall artifact quality, and several metrics might be required. Phase 2: expert observers In the second experimental phase a group of expert observers commented on quality issues in the reproductions. A video of the experiment was used by the authors to extract regions were the observers perceived quality issues. This enabled us to perform an in-depth evaluation of the IQ metrics, which ensures that the metrics are capable of measuring the different CPQAs. We will only include the metrics that performed well in the first evaluation phase, since these are the ones most likely to be suitable for the CPQAs.
We will use the picnic image (Figure 8 ) to evaluate the IQ metrics. The observers indicated that this image contained a wide variety of QAs and different quality issues. These quality issues are the important issues for the IQ metrics to detect. Based on the comments from the observers important regions have been found, each containing different quality issues:
• Tree: mainly details, but also lightness and contrast issues.
• Shoe: loss of details perceived in one of the reproductions.
• White shirt: a hue shift in one of the reproductions.
• Hair: a hue shift in the hair of the asian girl in the middle.
• Pink shirt: one reproduction was too saturated.
• Grass: detail and saturation issues.
• Skin: a hue shift found in some reproductions.
• Cloth: a reproduction had a lighter red cloth than the others.
• Blanket: lightness issues.
• Sky: saturation and detail issues. To evaluate the IQ metrics we compare the rank of the metrics, based on the mean value of each region, to the rank of the observers for each region. A mask for each region was created based on the comments from the observers (example shown in Figure 8(b) ), and this mask was used to obtain the ranking from the metrics. The observers did not rank all reproductions for all regions or quality issues, but instead they indicated which one was the best or the worst. We consider it to be important for the IQ metrics to predict which reproduction that is clearly better or worse. In addition to the ranking of the metrics, a visual inspection of the quality maps from each IQ metric has been carried out by the authors. This visual inspection will reveal more information about the performance of the metrics than the mean value.
SSIM:
For the first experimental phase SSIM had a high performance for the sharpness, lightness, and contrast CPQAs, and fairly well for the artifact CPQA. In the second phase SSIM was able to detect the correct order regarding details, and gives results similar to the observers, as seen from the tree, grass, and shoe regions in Table 7 (a). The visual inspection supported this, and revealed that SSIM is able to detect even small loss of details. These findings corresponds well with the results from the first experimental phase where SSIM was on of the best performing metrics for the sharpness CPQA. SSIM also correctly detected an area with a hue shift (hair), since this area in addition had a lightness shift. In the cloth Table 7 . Ranking for the different regions in the image where observers commented on quality issues. P = perceptual rendering intent, R = relative colorimetric rendering intent, and B = relative colorimetric rendering intent with BPC. If (R,P) > B, then B was ranked as the worst, but the observers did not rank the two other reproductions. () for the metric side indicates that the mean values are not significantly different with a 95% confidence level. A mask was created based on the comments from the observers, and the mean of the results from the IQ metric was used a basis for the ranking. region, where lightness differences were perceived by the observers, SSIM gave the correct ranking. SSIM also gave the same ranking as the observers in the tree region, where lightness and contrast were used by the observers. This shows that SSIM can be suitable to measure both lightness and contrast, but further analysis is required to ensure that SSIM is able to measure these CPQAs. We also notice that SSIM gives similar ranking for all regions in the image. ΔLC: In the first experimental phase ΔLC had one of the best performances for the sharpness CPQA. It is able to detect the detail issues in the grass and tree regions as seen in Table 7 (b). This is also the reason why it performs quite well for the rank order correlation for the sharpness CPQA in the first experiment phase. ΔLC also gave good results for the lightness CPQA, but it does not predict the lightness issues commented on by the expert observers. For the contrast CPQA ΔLC correlated with the observers from the first experimental phase. The experts did not directly comment on contrast, but in the pink shirt one of the reproduction was too saturated, which is one of the aspects looked at when evaluating contrast. ΔLC correctly detects this issue, even though it does account for chromaticty. Additionally, it correctly detects the detail issues as discussed above, which is also one of the aspects of contrast. However, since ΔLC does not account for chromaticity, it might not be suitable to evaluate all aspects of the contrast CPQA.
MS-SSIM:
MS-SSIM is one of the best performing metrics for the artifact CPQA. The analysis for the second experimental phase is difficult, since MS-SSIM is a multilevel approach it is difficult to compute a value for each region. However, investigation of the SSIM maps for the different levels reveals that MS-SSIM is able to detect banding in several of the levels. The reason for the higher performance for the artifact CPQA and other CPQAs compared to the single scale SSIM might be that the multi-scale version takes better into account the viewing conditions, due to the subsampling of the image. The analysis for SSIM above is also partly valid for MS-SSIM, since the first level of MS-SSIM is the same as SSIM.
CW-SSIM:
CW-SSIM does not compute a map like SSIM and some of the other metrics. But it is based on some principles that makes it suitable for some aspects. Linear and uniform changes correspond to lightness and contrast differences to which CW-SSIM is not sensitive because the structure is not changed, this is the reason why CW-SSIM most likely does not work well for contrast and lightness. However, in the sharpness CPQA where details are lost in several regions, the structure is changed and therefore it is suitable for sharpness.
RFSIM:
This metric does not produce a quality map either, and therefore it is difficult to assess its performance in the second experimental phase. However, RFSIM uses an edge map to detect key locations in the image. This results in changes that occur at edges are the main component for the quality calculation, which explains why RFSIM gives good results for sharpness, since sharpness is related to the definition of edges. 29 This would also make RFSIM suitable for certain artifacts, such as banding, and could also explain why it is one of the best metrics for the artifacts CPQA. However, the artifacts CPQA contains many different artifacts, and therefore one cannot conclude that RFSIM is the best metric to measure the artifacts CPQA.
CONCLUSION
Our long term goal is to be able to measure image quality without human observers, more specifically using image quality metrics. Our approach to reach this goal is through quality attributes. First we presented a set of six quality attributes (sharpness, color, lightness, contrast, artifacts, and physical) for the evaluation of color prints, originated from the existing literature and with the intention of being used with image quality metrics. These quality attributes have been experimentally validated as suitable and meaningful for the evaluation of color prints. Furthermore, we introduced a framework for using image quality metrics with color prints. As the next step, we selected suitable image quality metrics for each quality attribute. These image quality are then evaluated against the percept for each attribute, before a final selection was made. For the sharpness quality attribute the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) based metrics are suitable. None of the evaluated metrics can predict perceived color quality. SSIM based metrics also perform well for the lightness CPQA, which is also the case for the contrast CPQA. While inconclusive results are found for the artifacts attribute.
Future work includes additional evaluation of the metrics for the quality attributes, but also how to combine the values from the image quality metrics to obtain one quality value representing overall image quality.
